New Resources
TITLE

TYPE TIME/CONTENT DESCRIPTION

ALL-IN-ONE SUNDAY
SCHOOL: VOL. 1 - FALL

curr

13 Lessons for kids ages 4-12 Vol 1. Fall (Old Testament) Each Bible based program comes
with active learning experiences, interactieve Bible stories, life applications, take home
handouts.

AMERICA'S HOLY
GROUND: 61 FAITHFUL
REFLECTIONS ON OUR
NATIONAL PARKS

b

Meditative reflections and beautiful photos from 61 national parks. Connects a unique aspect
of each park, connecting it to your life with a theme, Sabbath, Perspective, Beginnings,
Connections, Restoration, etc.Guiding questions to deeper experience.

AUSTIN FAMILY
CHRONICLES, THE 1.:
MEET THE AUSTINS

b

Classic middle-grade series features a new introduction by the author's grandaughter,
Charlotte Jones Voiklis.

AUSTIN FAMILY
b
CHRONICLES, THE 2.: THE
MOON BY NIGHT

Fourteen -year-old Vicky Austin is experienceing the usual angst and uncertainty of
teenagers. At the same time, her always comforting home life is changing completely.

AUSTIN FAMILY
b
CHRONICLES, THE 3.: THE
YOUNG UNICORNS

After a tumultuous year in New York City, the Austins are spending the summer on the small
island where their grandfather lives. He is very sick, and watching his condition deteriorate is
almost more than Vicky can bear.

AUSTIN FAMILY
CHRONICLES, THE 4.: A
RING OF ENDLESS LIGHT

b

The Austins are trying to settle into their new life in NYC, but their once close-knit family is
pulling away from each other. Father spends long hours working, John is away at college,
and Rob is making friends with the people in the neighborhood.

AUSTIN FAMILY
CHRONICLES, THE 5.:
TROUBLING A STAR

b

Vicky Austin, the poetry-writing heroine of four of the Newbery Medalist's previous novels,
finds herself caught in a web of political intrigue in this exotic, multilayered thriller.

BIG GOD BIG QUESTIONS: DVD
CONFIRMATION FOR A
GROWING FAITH

12 sessions on DVD
w/Journal,Home/Ment
or Guide,Teacher
Guide et

Newest PC(USA) Confirmation Resource includes 12 sessions on DVD with Teacher Guide,
Home/Mentor Guide, Student Journal, Infographics.

BIG GOD BIG QUESTIONS: DVD
CONFIRMATION FOR A
GROWING FAITH (COPY 2)

12 sessions on DVD
w/Journal,Home/Ment
or Guide,Teacher
Guide et

Newest PC(USA) Confirmation Resource includes 12 sessions on DVD with Teacher Guide,
Home/Mentor Guide, Student Journal, Infographics.

BREAKING THE CODE BY
BRUCE M.
METZGER/REVISED BY
DAVID A. DESILVA

6/8-11 minute
Provides a trustworthy guide to the rich symbolism of the book of Revelation. Biblical scholar
sessions on DVD with Bruce M. Metzger presents the results of solid scholarship.Revisions based on current
book and leader guide biblical research and taught by NT scholar David deSilva

DVD

CANDLE WALK: A
b
BEDTIME PRAYER TO GOD

The author's love for monastic liturgy of the hours/the Anglican tradition of Compline,
children's spirituality, nature education, as well as her love for writing/art, inspired her to
create this book. Includes a simple children's To Pray Compline.

CHALLENGE OF PAUL,
THE

DVD

16/15-18 minute
session on 4 DVDs,
guide discussion
questions

DVD study with John Dominic Crossan. Theme1: Paul and Jesus, Theme 2: Paul and Luke,
Theme 3: Paul and Justice, 4: Paul and God

CRISIS AND RENEWAL:
MEETING THE
CHALLENGE OF
ORGANIZATIONAL
CHANGE

b

project regeneration
resource suggestion

Presents a radical view of how successful organizations evolve and renew themselves and
what managers/leaders must do to lead the revival. Gives leaders the theoretical grounding
/practical tools for leading their organizations to new life.

DEEPER CONNECTIONS:
THE PRAYERS OF JESUS

DVD

6/26/minute sessions
on DVD with part
guide/ldr guide
downld.

Includes six in depth studies connecting the Bible to life. Each session is taught by a
different teacher and consists of 3 components: 1.Historical/Cultural background 2.Biblical
text and meaning 3.Appilcations of the Bible message to life today.

DIALOGUES ON:
SEXUALITY

DVD

7/5-7 minute sessions
on DVD with
book/facilitator guide

Introduces seven conversations covering topics such as patriarchy in the church, sex and
marriage, transgender identity, creating gaith communitiew that are welcoming/inclusive.
Adult small grou resource encourages honest talk about difficult topics.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS: WHAT
DO I BELIEVE?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS: WHAT
DOES JESUS WANT ME
TO DO?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
SIMPLE SUNDAYS: WILL I
BE LEFT BEHIND?

curr

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.

FAITH QUESTIONS:
curr
SIMPLE SUNDAYS:
WOULD JESUS RECYCLE ?

Expands on Faith Questions Coffeehouse version. 4-5 sessions each, based on questions
young people ask, straight forward lesson plans, little prep. Perfect for any gathering of
youth. Download, $10.00.
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FOR SUCH A TIME AS
b
THIS: HOPE/
FORGIVENESS AFTER
CHARLESTON MASSACRE

On 6-17-15, Rev. Sharon Risher, a hospital chaplain at Dallas, was engaged in her duties
helping the hurting.Among the lives taken at Emanuel AME in Charleston, 6-17-15 were her
mother, two cousins, and a childhood friend.This is her passionate story.

GOD, IMPROV, AND THE
ART OF LIVING

b

McKibben Dana blends personal stories, pop culture, Scripture into a down-to-earth guide to
the art of living.Concrete spiritual wisdom through 7 improv principles, help readers become
more creative,resilient even when life doesn't go as planned.

GOD'S BIG PLAN

b

This powerful picture book illuminates a new understanding of the story of Babel in the book
of Genesis, revealing God's design for a wonderful diversity throughout the world.

HOLY ENVY: FINDING
GOD IN THE FAITH OF
OTHERS

b

Taylor tackles the questions, worries that arise when we encounter "difference" and "others."
Explores what is revealed when we accept the invitation to be curious/investigate the wonder
before us, discovering what God can teach from the faith of others

I LOVE YOU AS MUCH

b

Compares a parent's love for a child while exploring God's creation. A great read for all ages
with beautiful illustrations.

LEARNING TO WALK IN
THE DARK

b

Barbara Brown Taylor shares her journey to understand darkness. With charm and wisdom,
Taylor is our guide through a spirituality of the nighttime, teaching us how to find God even in
darkness,gives us a way to let darkness teach us what we need to know.

LOVE CARVED IN A
STONE: A FRESH LOOK
AT THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS

b

PW 2019-20 Horizons
Bible Study

2019-20 Horizons Bible Study, 9 lessons. In this study of the Ten Commandments you are
encouraged to go deeper than ever before, inviting you to consider how these commands
were understood in their ealiest forms, unlocking fresh insights for today.

LOVE CARVED IN A
STONE: A FRESH LOOK
AT THE TEN
COMMANDMENTS DVD

DVD

PW 2019-20 Horizons
Bible Study
Companion DVD

2019-20 Horizons Bible Study, 9 lessons DVD In this study of the Ten Commandments you
are encouraged to go deeper than ever before, inviting you to consider how these
commands were understood in their ealiest forms, unlocking fresh insights for today.

ON PREACHERS AND
PREACHING

b

If you are not content with your preaching style you may want to try the conversational style
recommended by the author Rev. Vernon Towne. This book was a gift to promote the sale
of the autor's book.

ONE ROOM SUNDAY
SCHOOL KIT (FALL 2019)

curr

Fall curriculum resource for preview. This curr is for ages 3 through 12 and includes
reproducible kids' book, leader's guide, class pak and music CD-ROM

PASS IT ON

b

A girl spreads joy to others by sharing good feelings and experiences with them.

PREACHING IN THE
PURPLE ZONE: MINISTRY
IN THE RED-BLUE DIVIDE

b

Helps the church understand the challenges facing parish pastors, while equipping pastors
to address the vital justice issues of our time. Includes tested strategies/prudent tactics
grounded in biblical/theological foundations.

PROFUTURE FAITH: THE
PRODIGAL SPECIES
COMES HOME

DVD

8/20 minute sessions
on DVD with support
materials

The intent of this course is to lift up the evolutionary purpose of religion/ecological necessity
of science to assist all of us in reclaiming our moral/prophetic voice on behalf of future
generations.

QUIETLY COURAGEOUS: b
LEADING THE CHURCH IN
A CHANGING WORLD

Offers practical guidance to both lay/ordained leaders, and encourages leaders to focus on
their mission/purpose, what is ultimately motivating their work. Urges a shift in perspectives
on resources, discusses models of change, offers suggestions.

STORY OF AND, THE: THE b
LITTLE WORD THAT
CHANGED THE WORLD

When an array of opinionated shapes can't find commom ground, AND is the link that helps
them overcome their differences, teaming up to create something entirely new. Who knew
such a little word could make such a big difference?

UPROAR: CALM
LEADERSHIP IN ANXIOUS
TIMES

Explores the impact that emotional processes have on the people you lead and its influence
on success. Draws on decades of work on system conflict/personal experiences with stories
of challenges leaders have faced in schools, health-care systems, church.
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